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Abstract: This paper traces the transition from the classical idea of fama to the modern celebrity in changes in media from changes in fourth century Roman art and architecture, through the print revolution, to the present and notes the widespread consequences.

Fama does not translate directly as our modern idea of fame. Fama means “talked about,” rumor, or reputation. Fama, the Romans assumed, was unstable and fickle. As a goddess, she was famously malicious. Virgil\(^1\) describes her as a timid, small figure who grows monstrously, like rumors (or a viral video), until she stands with her head in the storm clouds. According to Ovid\(^2\), her home has no doors but a thousand windows.

Fama is closely associated with words. In the Roman Republic, words were useful and dangerous. They were steps to acclaim and high office but they could also lead to jealousy, plots, exile, or worse.

Unlike fama, celebrity is especially visual. Images, unlike words, operate in the semi-conscious plane of symbols. If presented in a powerful way, images can be difficult to

\(^1\) Aeneid, 4, 173-197. Virgil’s descriptions of Fama emphasize the verbal and the monstrous. Her spread of rumors has striking parallels with “going viral” on the Internet.

\(^2\) Metamorphoses, 12, 39-64.
pin down or dismiss. If the image is grand enough, the smallness of the subject can be forgotten. This power of images is magnified as they are reproduced and become more familiar. Thus the image-reproducing capacities of new technologies, starting with printed images, powerfully expanded the capacity of celebrity to shape culture and power.

Using selected examples from the art and architecture of late antiquity, Christian hagiography of medieval world, the new media growing out of the nineteenth-century mass printing and mass literacy, and the contemporary, globalized world of television and the internet, this paper will show how changes in media has helped create a segregated, counter-public of celebrity that seems to transcend ordinary life.

This development has been forged by the three effects created by media change: public images became superficially easier to construct by more individuals but much more difficult to shape into a broad-based and lasting public life and personal heritage. At the same time, they have become less an aspect of the conscious brain than an element of the subconscious.

As a consequence, ancient distinctions between public and private life, legend and fact, normalcy and heresy, fame and celebrity have been progressively blurred and confused.
The paper will conclude by suggesting an endpoint in the detached celebrity, who exists more as an object of media than as an independent human being, and whose celebrity itself becomes a commodity that can be traded but not secured.
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